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Abstract
Walnut oil (ouillo di gnoué in the local patois) is rooted in the Valdostan food heritage. After a
reconstruction of the broader historical and cultural context of walnut oil production and consumption
in Aosta Valley, this field study reconstructs the histories and development trajectories of two walnut
oil producers who, in different manner, have contributed to the safeguarding of the traditional walnut
oil productive know-how and its valorisation. One is a private artisanal producer who owns a walnut oil
hot-press passed down through the generations in his family. The other is a successful commercial
enterprise that has resumed a family tradition and introduced an innovation to the production method
(the cold pressure of walnuts) in response to market opportunities. These cases highlight that food
heritage is at the same time traditional, contemporary and alive, and that product and process
innovations in response to evolving needs are compatible with its safeguard. Different production
processes rooted in traditional heritage and know-how that thus can coexist in the same area. The case
also shows that heritage products can be valorised in the marketplace through different mechanism.
Their value may be grounded in tradition and typicality, which however might not be enough to attract
heritage-insensitive market segments. Research on the cardio-protective functions of walnut oil has
greatly contributed to open new markets to Valdostan producers. Finally, the case show how hygiene
regulations may hinder the turning traditional know-how and skills into marketable offer. Food heritage
cannot generate sustainable development if those who own valuable heritage skills and desire to create
new business are discouraged from doing so.
L'olio di noci (ouillo di gnoué nel patois locale) costituisce un elemento importante del patrimonio
alimentare valdostano. Dopo una ricostruzione del contesto storico e culturale più ampio della
produzione e del consumo dell’olio di noci in Valle d’Aosta, questo studio sul campo ricostruisce le storie
e le traiettorie di sviluppo di due produttori di olio di noci che, in modo diverso, hanno contribuito alla
salvaguardia del know-how produttivo tradizionale dell’olio di noci e alla sua valorizzazione. Il primo è
un produttore artigianale privato che possiede un torchio per la spremitura a caldo delle noci
tramandato nella sua famiglia attraverso le generazioni. Il secondo è un’impresa commerciale di
successo che ha ripreso la tradizione familiare introducendo un’innovazione nel processo produttivo (la
spremitura a freddo delle noci) in risposta a opportunità di mercato. Questi casi mostrano come il
patrimonio alimentare sia allo stesso tempo tradizionale, contemporaneo, e vivo, e che innovazioni di
processo e di prodotto in risposta all’evoluzione dei bisogni sono compatibili con la sua salvaguardia.
Processi produttivi diversi, benché originati dallo stesso patrimonio culturale e know-how produttivo,
possono quindi coesistere nella stessa area. Il caso mostra anche che i prodotti che sono espressione del
patrimonio culturale possono essere valorizzati sul mercato attraverso meccanismi diversi. Il loro
valore può derivare dalla loro tradizionalità e tipicità, ma tali caratteristiche possono rivelarsi
insufficienti ad attirare segmenti di mercato insensibili ai loro aspetti culturali. La ricerca sulle funzioni
cardioprotettive dell’olio di noci ha contribuito in maniera significativa ad aprire nuovi mercati ai
produttori valdostani. Il caso mostra infine come le norme igieniche possano rendere difficile
trasformare know-how e capacità tradizionali in offerte commerciabili. Il patrimonio alimentare non
può generare sviluppo sostenibile se coloro in possesso di capacità tradizionali e che desirano creare
nuove imprese sono scoraggiati dal farlo.
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1. Introduction
Walnut oil (ouillo di gnoué in the local patois) is rooted in the Valdostan food heritage. It is
included in the regional list of traditional agri-food products (Prodotti Alimentari Tradizionali
– PAT; https://www.regione.vda.it/agricoltura/prodotti_tipici/tradizionali/default_i.asp).
After a reconstruction of the broader historical and cultural context of walnut oil production
and consumption in Aosta Valley, this field study reconstructs the histories and development
trajectories of two producers who, in different manner, have contributed to the safeguarding f
othe walnut oil productive know-how and its valorisation.
2. Methodological Procedures
This field study was developed based on direct interviews with two informants (Mr. Valentino
Georgy, Villeneuve, traditional walnut oil maker, 1h26’; Ms. Marilena Peaquin Bertolin,
entrepreneur, owner of the Dinus Donavit walnut oil brand, 1h36’). It also benefits from the
fieldwork with 5 informants carried out by Ms. Marilisa Letey for the BREL (Bureau Régional
Ethnologie et Linguistique) of the Autonomous Region Aosta Valley which resulted in the
‘Production of Walnut Oil in Aosta Valley’ entry published on www.intangiblesearch.eu
developed in the context of the AlpFoodway project activities.
3. Cultural and Historical Background1
Walnuts have long been cultivated in Aosta Valley. The solitary walnut trees are an important
feature of the Valdostan agricultural landscape. Some historical documents report that in the
old village of Thora (in the highlands of the municipality of Sarre), which was completely
destroyed by a landslide in 1564, there were numerous millstones and presses used to produce
walnut oil. Commercial licenses from 1683 included an exemption for walnut exportation to
neighbouring Piedmont. In addition to its prized wood, the walnut tree historically provided
nut kernels that were pressed to obtain walnut oil. As the only available vegetable fat, it was an
important food staple, as well as a very important fuel for lamps.
Nevertheless, starting in the late 18th century, there was a drastic cut in walnut cultivation.
This was documented one hundred years later by Laurent Argentier, a farmer and founding
member of the Comité Agricole de l’Arrondissement d’Aoste: “Here is a tree that was quite
common in Aosta Valley (...) There are many threats to its existence: the high value of its wood,
which is used for the finest works and is thus much sought-after; the widespread use of
petroleum oil, which has generally replaced the use of walnut oil for lighting; the inconsistency
and reduction of walnut products due to the inconsistency of our spring as a result of
deforestation; and the proliferation of insects”. People also believed that the shade of a walnut
tree was chilly and so it was not advisable to stop or rest under a walnut tree because one might
risk contracting some respiratory ailment.

1

Section 3 and 4 of the present study are heavily based on the www.intangiblesearch.eu entry ‘Production of
Walnut Oil in Aosta Valley’ writted by Ms. Marilisa Letey prepared in the context of the AlpFoodway project, which
is here reproduced almost verbatim with permission.
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After the second post-war period, with the improvement of living conditions and the advent of
modern forms of distribution, consumption of walnut oil was further reduced in favour of olive
oil. From a cultural point of view, similarly to other traditional products, its consumption was
also abandoned as it reminded people of “when we were poor”. Changing living conditions
meant that owners of walnut trees or groves would not even gather nuts and left them to rot to
the ground. Some of the autochthonous Valdostan nut varieties are also small and unfit to use
for the making of patisserie, leading some confectioners to source them from other Italian
regions and France. More recently, scientific research showing that walnut oil can help reduce
cholesterol and risk of cardiovascular diseases has contributed to a renewed consumer interest
for this product and facilitated its commercialisation. Thanks to the support of the Aosta Valley
Autonomous Region’s financial support, walnut trees have been reintroduced in the Valley,
both of autochthonous and non-local varieties. The latter were introduced for their greater
productivity.
4. Production practices and know-how
Today as in the past, families in the Aosta Valley grow walnut trees not only for their fruits but
also for their prized wood. Starting in later summer, walnut growers keep the ground cleared
under the trees. They cut and collect the grass to make it easier to collect the walnuts, which
tend to fall to the ground after ripening in the autumn. Since the walnuts do not all ripen all at
once, the harvest does not take place at one time. The walnut grower collects the nuts almost
on a daily basis, removing the husk as necessary. It is still a common practice to strike the
walnut-laden branches with long rods to cause the nuts to fall and thus concentrate the harvest
period to fewer days.
After being harvested, the walnuts are placed in a dry, well ventilated place such as a loft,
garage, or storeroom in the house. They are placed in wooden or cardboard crates in shallow
layers so that they will dry properly without mould growth. The walnut farmer checks them
carefully, turns and mixes them, and moves them to a better location if necessary. The farmer
shells the walnuts in late autumn, when they have completely dried. It is a long, tedious
operation, but today, as in the past, it is seen as a pleasant way to pass the time together with
others. Shelling requires experience and manual dexterity, but it is a repetitive operation that
does not require intense concentration, thus allowing the shellers to chat freely about this and
that. The walnuts are broken open with simple nutcrackers or special mallets. An assembly line
approach is often used, with one person opening the nuts and another extracting the kernels.
Small artisanal or family operations generally do not use special machines for shelling the
walnuts. Once shelled, the kernels are put into paper bread sacks or glass jars so they will keep
well before being ground.
The walnut kernels are ground immediately before they are put into the press to extract the oil.
The coarseness of the grind varies from family to family. Grinding the walnuts favours the
subsequent pressing process. In keeping with Valdostan tradition, the walnut oil is hot-pressed.
This allows more oil to be produced than in a cold-pressing process. The pahtón (or matsón,
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walnut meal) is heated over a fire in a special pan (shallow and wide, usually made of copper
or stone). The operation is usually performed by an expert, who stirs the walnut meal
constantly to keep it from burning. The expert is able to tell when it is time to remove it from
the fire just by looking at it. If they overheat, the walnuts take on a toasted flavour that is
generally disliked (“they burn in your throat”). The warm nut meal is placed in a food-grade
cloth and placed in the press. The cloth keeps the solid meal from ending up in the oil and
causing turbidity. Some families still use a wool blanket for this purpose (specifically a drap, a
woven blanket made of wool from Valgrisanche). The oil is expressed relatively quickly in the
early pressing phase and then dwindles to a drop-by-drop flow. The oil obtained from the hot
pressing has an intense flavour, which many prefer to cold-pressed oil, which is more delicate
and less aromatic, with an almost imperceptible bouquet.
In recent years, various families and a number of commercial operations have begun producing
cold-pressed walnut oil, which better preserves the original qualities of the walnuts. The
procedure is identical: the walnuts are ground and then pressed. In this case the yield is
somewhat less than in hot-pressing. The yield is also influenced by the variety of walnuts:
certain walnuts, although relatively small, produce a greater yield and are thus particularly
prized and sought-after. The walnut farmer places the freshly pressed oil in a large glass jar,
where it is left to settle for a few days. Afterwards it is filtered through cheesecloth and put in
dark-glass bottles to protect it from the light, which, like heat, can cause the oil to go rancid.
Properly stored walnut oil will keep for at least a year. Troillet (from the French treuil and Latin
torcolum, screw press) is the residual walnut meal from the pressing process. It has always been
considered a delicacy. It may be eaten still warm from the pressing operation or used to make
cakes and sweets. Some families use the troillet as chicken feed. Walnut oil is used raw to dress
spring lettuce, carpaccio, fresh cheeses, or pasta. Walnut oil is also broadly used in traditional
medicine as a massage oil by rabeilleurs (traditional bonesetters) to alleviate joint and tendon
pain.
The production of walnut oil is rooted in artisanal lore transmitted mainly through the family,
at least up to a few years ago. In many production facilities, the trade is still learned through
direct experience, with the older and more experienced walnut grower guiding the young
apprentice and teaching the traditional production methods
Walnut harvesting is still commonly practiced in Aosta Valley, especially in some areas. Very
few of the harvesters are professionals, most grow walnuts on trees they may have inherited
and produce oil using traditional methods. Walnut growing in Aosta Valley is witnessing
renewed interest. Some young people have begun to grow walnuts and produce walnut oil.
Parallel to family production, there is an artisanal industry of small and medium businesses
who combine traditional knowledge and methods with modern technology, allowing sales of
walnut oil even outside of Aosta Valley. These businesses do much to promote walnut oil
production: they help the local growers by purchasing their walnuts, thus making the crop
increasingly important and providing incentives to boost production.
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5. A Tale of Two Producers
Mr. Valentino Georgy was born in 1951 and lives in Villeneuve. He owns a walnut oil hot-press
and related equipment that he inherited from his family. His grandfather, father and uncles used
to make oil “as a service for the community”. People from all over the Aosta Valley came to his
family bringing their own walnuts to come back home with enough walnut oil for the entire
year. His family was very well-known, having bought from previous owner the necessary
equipment with the house when they settled in Villeneuve in the 1840s. A stone walnut oil press
had already been in operation on the site since at least the beginning of the 18th century. Being
skilled metalworkers employed in a nearby factory, during the 20th century some members of
the family substituted the older stone press with a metal one and introduced various other
innovations which contributed to reduce the oil production time to approximately 1.5 hours for
each production cycle (see Figure 1). In a typical day, 9 to 11 presses could be produced,
requiring the work of two people, and yielding 7-8 litres of oil each depending on walnut quality
and variety. During the 1950s, the flow of clients was steady. Production took place twice a year,
in December (typically after Christmas, possibly to take advantage of the Christmas holidays)
and March, since walnut oil is required for the dressing of dandelion salad, and the plant starts
growing at the beginning of spring. During each of these production periods, the family was
busy making oil for approximately three weeks. In the 1970-80s, there was still a good number
of clients.
Figure 1 – Traditional Walnut Oil Making Hot Press and Equipment

Source: Author’s photography of Mr. Georgy and his walnut oil making
workshop. Taken with Permission (12 January 2018).
Mr. Georgy, helped by his son Roger, took over the activity from his father at the beginning of
the 2000s. Clients are not as many as they used to be in the past, but making oil is not a fulltime activity (and never was) for Mr. Georgy and his family. There are currently two kinds of
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customers: those who have their walnuts pressed to make oil for a fee, and those who buy
walnut oil as an end product. The former typically are farmers or privates who have walnut
trees on their land. The latter are friends and acquaintances. Most clients have known Mr.
Georgy and his family for a very long time and are very loyal. Occasionally, new clients arrive
through words-of-mouth or during the local festival taking place on August 16th. For many
customers, walnut oil is a heritage product grounded in the history and tradition of the Aosta
Valley, and a necessary ingredient for old and new recipes (dandelion salad and many others).
Some are also interested in Troillet (the residual walnut meal), which has various uses such as
to season pasta or make sweets. Some are also interested in its health benefits, since walnut oil
can decrease cardiovascular risks. Only during the mid-1990s the Georgy family became aware
this motivation to buy walnut oil, when a local cardiologist recommended the consumption of
walnut oil to one of his patients and directed him to the Georgy family.
Mr. Georgy does not advertise his activity, as “it would not make any sense” given that he
quantity of oil he produces is limited, but is aware of the market potential of traditional walnut
oil. There are however various obstacles to turn his small-scale activity into a business. One
important difficulty is the respect of hygiene regulations that would require important financial
investments and compliance to norms that would risk altering the production method in
important manners, possibly influencing oil taste. Mr. Georgy is not contrary to innovation or
hygiene norms, of course – his family has after all introduced important innovations to the
walnut oil making process. He is not however willing to substitute his hot-press, passed down
through the generations in his family, to comply to regulations; use chemical detergents to clean
the press “as they would end up in the oil”; or substitute the drap (the woollen cloth used to
keep the solid walnut meal from ending up in the oil causing turbidity) with some disposable
artificial material. “If I do it in a different manner, it becomes a different thing”.
Dinus Donavit is legal partnership (società in nome collettivo) owned by Ms. Marilena Péaquin
and partners. Ms. Péaquin’s family has long produced walnut oil. Already at the beginning of
the 20th century, Mr. François Péaquin started a production for his family and for the people of
the surrounding area who brought their walnuts to be transformed into oil. His son Dino
followed into his footsteps until the 1970s, when reduction in demand linked to changing
consumption habits forced him to discontinue the activity. The equipment was left unused and,
in 1976, the stone mill was donated to the local parish to be used as altar. To remind the
donation, the stone was inscribed with the Latin words Dinus Donavit (it was donated by Dino).
When in the 1980s Ms. Péaquin, supported by her father, decided to resume walnut oil
production, she decided to name the company Dinus Donavit (see the logo in Figure 2).
It took however four or five years from the idea to the actual launch of the initiative. Ms. Péaquin
had to face many difficulties. From a social point of view, many in her family and social circle
discouraged her, as walnut oil was a thing of the past. From a cultural point of view, the
operations were intended to be as respectful as possible of the heritage Ms Péaquin had been
transmitted from her family; a stone mill was even procured in substitution of the one her
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father had donated to the Church. The apple of discord in this sense was however whether to
hot or cold-press walnuts. Hot-pressing results in a greater yield and in oil with a more marked
and traditional taste, but with a limited expiration. Cold-pressing results in a more delicate taste
but a reduced yield; it also avoids the risk of over-heating and burning the oil. Ms. Péaquin
remembers discussing at length with her father – who like many was against this deviation from
tradition - about the pros and cons of the two alternatives and their impact on oil taste, duration
and quality. Yet, cold-pressing facilitated production and commercialisation. Additionally, a
greater productivity was a necessity in the past when no other vegetable oil was locally
available, but no longer needed at a time when consumption of this product was so limited and
its production so expensive. Outside of the Aosta Valley, there was instead limited preclusion
to cold-pressing, which encouraged Ms. Péaquin. For example, an olive oil producer from Sicily,
known for his expertise as oil taster, appreciated the savour of cold-pressed oil for its reduced
acidity. At Cibus, a specialised professional food trade fair in Milan, an informal walnut oil
tasting session obtained a very favourable feedback from the public.
Figure 2 – Dinus Donavit Logo

Source: http://www.dinusdonavit.com/
Legal difficulties were linked to the need to respect hygiene regulations. Some aspects, such as
tiling the floor of the walnut oil making facility, were easy to deal with, but others were more
problematic. It took time, for example, to the local health authority to grant permission for the
installation of a wood stove in the production area, without which the yield of cold-pressed
walnuts would have been even lower. Other difficulties were linked to securing a large enough
supply of walnuts and organising the production process. One of the reasons pushing Ms.
Péaquin to resume production of walnut oil was that tree owners in the Aosta Valley had long
ceased harvesting walnuts: a few were gathered for family consumption, but most were left to
waste to the ground. When the word spread that Dinus Donavit paid an interesting price, many
families and farmers started resuming harvesting. Some families let their children gather their
walnuts and keep the money for themselves. For other families and farmers, the harvesting of
walnuts had become a profitable endeavour. Another challenge was linked to the timeconsuming nature of shelling the walnuts (an estimated one hour of manual labour for one
kilogram of walnuts). Many suppliers would care doing it on their own despite the higher price
paid for kernels. The task was entrusted to a local non-profit organization favouring the social
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integration of children with disabilities, who were duly compensated for their work and
additionally motivated with the prospect of a Dinus Donavit-sponsored holiday.
The launch on the market of the Dinus Donavit walnut oil took place in the early 1990s. It was
facilitated by the fact that Ms. Péaquin is also owner and manager of the Salumificio Maison
Bertolin srl, a well-established producer of charcuterie and other traditional Valdostan meatbased products, including the PDO lard from Arnad. The initial production was sold directly to
consumers in the Maison Bertolin’s shop. Initial production was limited by the local availability
of walnuts, which increased as the local community became aware of the opportunity offered
by Dinus Donavit but faced cyclical shortages due to infesting insects. Sold in small 0.25 litres
bottles due to its expensive price, the product attracted clients with different motivations.
Tourists, particularly when in search of typical products, tended to appreciate it, but locals –
particularly older consumers who had abandoned its use in the past – were a more difficult
market segment. The latter were rather motivated by the walnut oil health benefits. The
product was also bundled with other Maison Bertolin products as a Christmas gift basket. Only
in the mid-1990s the product was actively promoted through specialised food fairs, where the
product – new at the time – was met with interest. This enabled to meet commercial
intermediaries interested in distributing the product (food retailers, but also a pharmacist),
chefs, journalists and food and wine experts and influencers, who helped with the promotion
at the national and international level.
Confronted with growth in demand and insufficient supply of Valdostan walnuts, starting from
the mid-2000s Dinus Donavit launched an oil made with walnuts from other parts of Italy. Again
it took time to find suppliers with similar walnut cultivars and a compatible philosophy.
Eventually, a cooperative of young producers was selected in Sorrento. Oil from these walnuts
has a more delicate taste, due to differences in terroir. The two products have packages and
labels highlighting the walnut origins (see figure 3) and are sold at different prices. Specifically,
the oil from Valdostan walnuts is slightly more expensive “to give more value” to Valdostan
walnuts.
Figure 3 – Dinus Donavit: Oil from Valdostan (left) and Italian (right) walnuts

Source: http://www.dinusdonavit.com/index.php?id=2-3
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Today the company has grown in size and is distributed by Maison Bertolin to retailers and
restaurants in the Aosta Valley and elsewhere. Waste products from oil production are sold to
other producers. The troillet, for example, is used to make walnut-based cookies or as fodder
for pigs. The company premises are sometimes visited by tourists during its oil-making
operations (January to March). The company’s website (www.dinusdonavit.com) offers
information about the origin of the product, rooted in the tradition of the Aosta Valley and Ms.
Péaquin family, and the walnut oil nutritional value and health benefits. It is highlighted that
walnut oil is rich in Omega-3 and Omega-6 fatty acids and daily intakes are recommended to
prevent cardiovascular diseases.
6. Concluding Remarks
This field study sheds light on various important issues in the safeguarding and valorisation of
the Alpine food Heritage, including the link between tradition and innovation in the context of
heritage products. Innovation can be rooted in tradition. According to the UNESCO’s
conceptualisation, know-how and other forms of intangible cultural heritage are constantly
recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, their interaction with
nature, and their history. It is at the same time traditional, contemporary and alive, and needs
to evolve to respond to environmental changes. Product and process innovations in response
to evolving market needs, technological innovations and changing regulations are therefore
compatible with the safeguard of a living food heritage. Various forms of products rooted in
traditional heritage and know-how may coexist in the same area (AlpFoodway, 2018). Some,
like in the case of Mr. Georgy’s operations, can be thought as survivals, or products that, with
limited adaptations, have kept being produced ‘as they used to do in the past’. Ms. Péaquin’s
Dinus Donavit resumed instead an interrupted family tradition and introduced an important
innovation (the cold pressure of walnuts) in response to market opportunities. Today’s
innovation is however tomorrow’s tradition – as the case of Mr. Georgy’s family inventiveness
also shows. Innovation is however not always easy, and visionary entrepreneurs who try and
innovate by reviving traditional products or introduce change in their production methods can
be faced with local resistance and even scorn. External expertise and opinions – such as those
of non-local product expects or clients met at trade fairs – can help escape local criticism and
focus on the right market segments.
The case of Valdostan walnut oil also shows that heritage products can be valorised in the
marketplace through different mechanisms. These products’ cultural and identity value can be
appreciated only by some consumers, whether locals in search of their roots or tourists looking
for typical products. To attract the interest of heritage-insensitive market segments, other
sources of value need to be found. Walnut oil had been used in the Aosta Valley for various
traditional medicine uses, which however have not been supported by current medical
research. Research on the cardio-protective functions of walnuts and walnut oil has greatly
contributed to open new markets to Valdostan producers. In the case of other heritage
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products, however, medical and nutritional research might cast a negative light on their image
and affect negatively their prospects.
Finally, the case show how hygiene regulations may hinder heritage producers from turning
traditional know-how and skills into marketable offer. Possible negative impacts include:
greater financial investments required to comply with norms; extended periods of time to
understand requirements; risks of fines and other legal consequences; and changes to
production methods in ways that deviate from tradition and can affect product taste. All these
impacts can severely affect entrepreneurialism in this field. Food heritage cannot generate
sustainable development if those who own valuable heritage skills and desire to create new
business are discouraged from doing so.
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